For small deployments, we compare the heuristics to the MILP global optimization and show that the gap between them can be lower than 2% for deployments as large as 18 nodes and typically below 25 % for a wide range of scenarios.
Abstract-A fundamental knowledge of the trade-off between sensor cooperation and autonomous vehicles' (A V) trajectory planning is pivotal towards characterizing the sensing capabil ities of wireless sensor networks that employ AV for collecting the data and to ensure their successful integration in large scale sensor deployments. We formulate the problem of efficient data gathering as a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) problem that provides a joint optimization of AV trajectory and data-routing. Since MILP formulations are not scalable, we propose an approach to develop heuristics where the joint optimization is decoupled into three sub-problems. The first is to determine clusters of sensors with communication range limitations. The second is to efficiently connect the clusters. The third is to design the route inside the cluster that will minimize the cost of data collection. We characterize performance of the proposed heuristics through Monte-Carlo simulations. Performance is measured in terms of (a) the joint energy cost for cooperation and AV movement for different number of sensor nodes and communication ranges of these sensors, and (b) computational effort of the various heuristics.
For small deployments, we compare the heuristics to the MILP global optimization and show that the gap between them can be lower than 2% for deployments as large as 18 nodes and typically below 25 % for a wide range of scenarios.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks have been pivotal towards au tomatic sensing applications. Sensors have the ability to collect, store, and communicate with other sensors to forward their data to the base stations. For large-scale deployments, the burden of communication costs can be significant on energy challenged devices (e.g., battery powered sensors) and may reduce the network's life time.
As a solution to these issues, Autonomous Vehicles (AV) have been used as key enablers towards achieving timely and energy-efficient large-scale data sensing. In particular, the AV can act as a mule that collects, stores, and forwards information from the sensors without requiring sensors to deplete their energy budget in forwarding other sensors data. One of the main drawbacks of this approach is that planning an optimal trajectory to visit all sensors is computationally hard, i.e., it requires solving the traveling salesman problem (TSP). A large number of sensors, especially if spread across a large geographical area, may require large traveling times, which in turn reduces the sensing ability of the system. This work focuses on finding solutions in between these two extreme cases, namely, a trade-off between pure net-• Fundamental Analysis: We propose a model and opti mization formulations that allow us to solve the joint optimization. The general solution is stated as a mixed integer linear programming (MILP), which couples con straints from data routing and vehicle routing. We also propose mechanisms to generate cooperation clusters that can help reduce the AV's energy costs.
• Algorithm Design: We propose a framework to develop algorithms based on a coupling of clustering, k-shortest path [1] , and optimal data routing for each path. These algorithms allow for a simple, efficient, and computa tionally feasible joint optimization of the cooperation costs and the AV's costs, specially in the case of large scale deployments.
• Performance Evaluation: We evaluate the performance of our algorithms considering deployments with differ ent number of nodes, conununication ranges, and dif ferent costs for cooperation and trajectory optimization.
II. RELATED WORK
Deployment of sensor network for environmental monitor ing applications has received significant attention in recent years [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] . If the sensor network is connected to a base station, then the sensors can send the acquired data to the base station. By connected, we mean that there exists a minimum spanning tree that connects all the sensor nodes. At times, the sensor nodes can be deployed sparsely and a connected network may not always exist. In that case, the data can be collected either manually or by sending a robotic vehicle. Manual data collection is time consuming and can be cumbersome and economically expensive in inaccessible areas. Thus, robotic vehicles are preferred for data collection.
Bhadauria et al. [6] developed a route planning using the TSP with neighborhoods concept. Each sensor has a communication neighborhood and the goal is to design a path that minimizes the route while collecting data from each sensor. Cobano et al. [7] developed a route planning algorithm for an aerial vehicle collecting data from different sensor nodes. The algorithms takes the wind uncertainty into account while planning the paths. In both [6] and [7] , the authors do not consider sensor cooperation, i.e., sensors that can send (receive) data to (from) their neighbors, and thus do not consider that the AV's route can be modified to achieve better efficiency based on this cooperation. Wu and Tseng [S] developed several heuristics for a robotic vehicle collecting data from several clusters. The path planning algorithm ensures the vehicle visits each cluster while minimizing the total path length, and maximizing the data retrieval with minimal energy consumption. Krause et al. [IS] developed a near optimal path planning algorithm for a robot visiting a set of nodes while maximizing information about an estimated process. Hollinger et al. [19] developed an algorithm to visit a set of nodes collecting information using acoustic communication. Our problem of developing route for an AV to collect data from the clusters is related to [S] , [IS] , [19] , but inherently different because we consider the effect and cost of cooperation between the sensor nodes. Our goal is to find an optimal trade-off between cooperation and data collection energy.
The problem of communication-aware route planning is typically used for target tracking applications with multiple robots where the objective is to design the routes for each robot such that the communication connectivity between robots exists [11] . Due to inherent issues with communi cation and NP-Hard nature of the problem, optimal route planning is still an open issue for real-time applications. Most of the solutions rely on heuristics that optimize a given objective, e.g., bandwidth [9] , interference [12] . Although our work exploits communication connectivity, ensuring this connectivity is not the goal of our planning algorithms. Sensor cooperation and AV path planning are driven by the same objective, namely, collecting all data packets efficiently and are jointly optimized for this purpose.
Our work also differs from previous work in that the dissemination and storage of the information is not driven only by the nature of the content, but also by the crucial interaction with the AV responsible for the final gathering of the data. A holistic, application-driven approach to dissem ination, storage and data gathering using AVs has not been considered in the literature before our work.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Joint Optimization of Trajectory and Cooperation
We assume that sensors form a wireless network that is represented as a graph Q = (N, A) , where N is the set of nodes and A is the set of arcs. An arc is represented as a pair (i, j) E A, with i, j E N. For this work, we assume that an arc is established if both nodes are within communication range (r e) of each other, i.e., if their distance is less or equal to r e. Each arc has a cost associated to the amount of data it transmits, i.e., f ( i , j ) . A valid assumption for our problem is that the cost, e.g., energy, increases linearly with the amount of transmitted data, i.e., f ( i ,
is the amount of data through (i, j) and a ( i , j ) is a constant [14] . For solving the data collection problem, a virtual source node and a virtual destination are created. The virtual source s is connected to all nodes in N by cost-free links with capacity equal to the amount of data to be transmitted. The virtual destination d has connections from all nodes using cost free links with capacity constrain ted by the movement of the vehicle. The extended graph that includes these virtual nodes and links is denoted by Qe = (Ne, Ae).
Consider that the AV's dynamics and possible paths are modeled as a different graph Qv = (Nv, T). The set of nodes is Nv = {vs,vd,N}, i.e., it contains the sensor nodes and the AV's start location Vs and its end location Vd. In this sense, Qv describes the AVs options of travel in order to visit a subset of nodes in N. The use of any arc involves a cost h ( i , j ) ' which for our purposes is considered to depend linearly on the distance if the arc is used. The use of an arc (i,j) E T is denoted by Xij, where Xij E {O, I}. Although different approaches to determining a trade-off between the two costs exist, we consider a joint cost with a trade-off constant Ct. The optimization problem follows:
(1)
with R being the total number of data units sent by all sen sors, and Ui, Uj are auxiliary variables to enforce the Miller-Tucker-Zemlin (MTZ) constraints [17] . . The optimization is a mixed integer linear programming problem, where the path of the AV provides the integer constraints and the data transmission is represented through linear constraints. The formulation is general enough to consider an arbitrary point of start and end of the AV (potentially, in the same physical location). Eq. (2) provides the connection between the AV and the Communication constraints. It essentially captures the fact that only a node visited by the AV has the ability to transmit data. Otherwise, that node will not be able to transmit directly to the AV and instead will have to rely on its neighbors to forward its data to the AV. This formulation provides a strong incentive to create loops that are disconnected from the main path. The reason is that those loops provide a node the ability to transmit directly to the virtual source. This does not match the physical constraints, namely, that the vehicle must visit a node for it to be a valid data collection point. We rely on the MTZ constraints [17] to prevent such disconnected loops.
B. An example of cooperation cost on route selection
We use an example to illustrate how modifying the coop eration cost will affect the AV route. Consider sixteen nodes deployed in a grid at intervals of 1 m (Fig. lea»� . The inital location of the vehicle is (0, 0) and its destination is (6, 6) .
When the cooperation cost is negligible, e.g., when Ct = 0, then the route taken by the AV will try to minimize the distance traveled between the initial and the end location. Fig. lea) shows that the route taken by the AV is a straight line from the initial to the end location while visiting 4 nodes in that path (solid line). Since communication costs are negligible, sensors will forward their data over larger distances until it reaches a node visited by the AV. Dashed lines represent the active communication links used for transmitting data packets. The goal of the AV is to determine the shortest route from the initial to final position, while visiting at least one node this is an important requirement in order to collect the data.
When the cooperation cost is higher, e.g., for a Ct = 0.5 and Ct = 0.7, the route taken by the AV varies significantly (see Fig. l(b) and l(c), respectively) compared to the route with Ct = 0 (Fig. lea»�. Instead of visiting 4 sensors as in the case of Ct = 0, the AV needs to visit 9 and 11 sensors respectively. When Ct is large, e.g., Ct = 10, this results in the AV visiting each of the sensors as shown in Fig. led) . The solution of the routing problem when the cooperation cost is high is the same as that of a TSP.
It is important to note that the values of Ct depend on the equipment, amount of data per sensor, and other system parameters. Our paper follows a parametric approach in which we analyze performance under different Ct's. This factor can be calculated on a case by case basis. The Ct'S in this example are higher than those in the numerical section, because we consider a smaller communication range and, in the case of Ct = 10, making the cost of visiting each sensor negligible to force the AV to visit every sensor. 
IV. ALGORITHMS FOR JOINT OPTIMIZATION
The optimal formulation calls for solving a MILP which is not a scalable solution. In real-world, large scale data gathering applications, the number of sensor nodes can be in the hundreds. Thus, efficient heuristics must be developed to make this solution feasible in practice. For this purpose, we propose a systematic approach to solve the joint optimization by decoupling and solving smaller problems. Each of these problems can be computed in relatively less time and will provide a scalable solution of the problem.
More specifically, we decouple the joint optimization problem into three sub-problems. The first problem is to determine clusters from the given N = INI nodes with communication range limitations of r c meters. Once the clusters are formed, an optimal route can be generated. For generating these routes, a source and destination is needed. Our second problem is to link the clusters optimally. Once the connection between the clusters is formed, the source and destination nodes for each cluster can be determined. The third problem is to determine an optimal route that collects the information and minimizes the cost (e.g., route time and energy spent for cooperation) for each cluster. The latter relies on defining an appropriate trade-off, Ct, that is enforced in each cluster. By developing optimal solutions to each of these three problems, the resulting solution can be close to the joint optimization problem. We now describe the solution techniques for each of the sub-problems.
A. Cluster formation
When the sensor node locations are given, several types of clustering algorithms can be used, like k-means cluster- ing, spectral clustering, etc. However, these algorithms do not take the communication range limitations into account. Hence, we developed a tree growing approach to determine a cluster that satisfies the communication range limitations. Specifically, we use a minimum spanning tree with commu nication range limitations to determine clusters. Forming of clusters will reduce the AV mobility costs.
The process of determining clusters is given in Algo rithm 1. In this approach, we randomly select a node i (line 3), from this node we select all the nodes that are within r e meters, that is, N(i) = {j : Iii -jll :s; re,Vj EN} (line 7). For each new node, we determine its neighbors satisfying the communication constraint. This process is continued until no new nodes are found. All the nodes that are connected to node i will form a cluster. The process is repeated until all the nodes are exhausted. curr Node +-randomly select a node from availNodes
4:
AvailN odes = availN odes \ curr Node
5:
currCluster +-currNode,oldCluster = 0
6:
while IcurrClusterl i= loldClusterl do
7:
newN odes +-get nodes from availN odes that are within r e meters of each node in currCluster
oldCluster +-append currCluster
currCluster +-append newN odes The problem of connecting the clusters optimally is similar to solving the traveling salesman problem with neighbor hoods (TSPN), which is NP-Hard. Moreover, the geometry of the cluster is difficult to compose. Hence, we developed three different heuristics to determine connections between the clusters and the base station. The two types of cluster connections are (i) nearest neighbor and (ii) median. The configuration of the routes for the two types of cluster connectors are shown in Fig. 2(a) and 2(b) .
1) Nearest neighbor cluster connection (R1): In this mechanism, first the nearest node to the base station is determined, say node i. The cluster c( i) to which node i belongs becomes the first cluster. We denote node i E c( i), as the source node Si. Then, we determine the nearest node to cluster c( i). Let the nearest node be node j of c(j). The node j is denoted as Sj and c(j) is the second cluster. However, j is nearest to c( i) from node k E c( i). Hence, node k is denoted as the destination node di. The process of determining the source and the destination for each cluster continues until all the clusters are routed sequentially. The destination node dn of the last cluster is connected to base station. An example of the nearest neighbor cluster connection for two clusters is shown in Fig. 2(a) .
2) Median cluster connection (R2): In the median cluster, we determine the median for each cluster, say m(i), i = 1, ... ,n. Then we determine the traveling salesman (TSP) solution for the median points. The route given by the TSP solution, will yield the shortest route while visiting each cluster. The vehicle can collect data while visiting the median points. An example for two clusters and the route for the vehicle is shown in Fig. 2(b) .
C. Route planning for the cluster
We develop two types of route planning techniques to collect information inside a cluster. These techniques are (i) MILP and (ii) k-shortest path. The MILP solution provides optimal solution, but if the number of nodes are large within a single cluster then, the computational time is large. To compensate the time taken by the MILP for larger number of nodes, we use k-shortest path solution.
1) MILP solution: Given the graph of the cluster, a source node Si, and destination node di we solve the problem in (4) given a fixed Ct value. Note that the optimization proposed in (4) was designed for an arbitrary position of Si and di.
2) k-shortest path solution: Given a graph Gi = � e X Ef, where � e is the set of nodes from cluster c( i) and Ef represents the set of edges for the cluster c( i), a source node vs(i), and destination node vd(i), the k-shortest path algorithm [1] , produces k paths in ascending order of cost. The first path represents the shortest path. We determine k paths from vs(i) to vd(i) and evaluate the cost associated with each path in terms of the performance metrics. A path whose performance is maximum is selected as the path for the cluster c(i). This requires the following two steps.
First, the cooperation cost is determined by considering that a set of nodes in the cluster are active, say A[e(i)], is known a priori for each candidate path. As in the MILP formulation, we define the virtual communication source s, a virtual destination d and generate an extended graph !de = (Ne, Ae). We connect s to all nodes in � e by cost free links with capacity equal to the amount of data to be transmitted. The virtual destination d has connections from all nodes using cost-free links with capacity constrainted by the movement of the vehicle. We proceed to solve the following optimization for each of the candidate paths:
where mq = 1 if node q is part of the candidate path and mq = 0 otherwise, and with
Second, given a trade-off factor Ct we calculate total cost as the cost of moving the AV plus the cooperation cost calculated for each candidate path multiplied by Ct.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
The optimal MILP solution and the heuristics for joint route optimization are validated using simulations. The sen sors are deployed in a 1000 x 1000 m 2 square and the AV travels from the base station located at (0, 0) and returns to it after collecting data from the sensors. The cost of vehicle movement h ( i , j ) from node i to node j is proportional to the distance between the nodes (d( ij», while the cost of transmission over link (i,j), is defined as a ( i ,
assuming that the node adapts its transmission power to meet a given Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) and a free space attenuation [14] . We assume that each sensor node transmits the same amount of data packets, namely 1 unit of data, and thus the AV must gather a total of R = INI data units. Initially, we analyze the difference of performance be tween the heuristics (R1 and R2 ) and MILP based optimal solution for a fixed set of parameters. Then, we proceed to study in detail the effect of change in Ct, communication ranges, r c, and number of nodes on the performance of our proposed heuristics. We will also study the scalability of these heuristics with the increase in the number of sensors.
In the simulations, R1 and R2 both use Algorithm 1 for cluster creation and k-shortest path for route planning in each cluster. The main difference between the two approaches are the use of nearest neighbor cluster connection in R1 and median cluster connection in R2.
A. Performance of MILP and heuristic solutions
We first present an example showing the routes of the vehi cles for different methods and then describe the comparison between heurictics and MILP for a given simulation setting. We considered a scenario where 15 nodes were deployed in the square region as shown in Fig. 3(a) . The other parameters for the simulation are r c = 100 m and Ct = 0.000l. The nodes connected with solid lines in Fig. 3(a) represent connected nodes forming clusters while the rest of the nodes can be viewed as one node clusters. For this example, we found 11 clusters due to low r c. Note that any solution will require the AV to visit at least 11 nodes to gather all data from the sensors. Fig. 3(b) shows the route traveled by the AV using R1 heuristics. The cost of the tour was 4822.5. From the figure, we can see the inefficiency of the nearest neighbor method ology. Fig. 4(a) shows the route using R2 heurictics which is much more efficient than R1 heuristics. The cost of the tour was 3630.3. Fig. 4(b) shows the MILP tour with cost 3529.9. From the figure, we can see that routes travelled using MILP and R2 heuristics are similar. Since, R2 uses TSP and then determines the route, this effectively increases the efficacy of visiting different clusters. However, MILP exploits cluster cooperation more thoroughly, effectively visiting only 11 nodes instead of R2 's 13 visited nodes.
2) Performance comparison: We proceed to compare the heuristics to the MILP solution for a small number (up to 18) of deployed sensors with the goal to assess the gap in performance between our schemes. Fig. 5 considers the case of Ct = 0.0001 for various communication ranges and number of nodes. Fig. 5 shows that for small and moderate communication ranges the R2 heuristic has a better performance than R 1. In fact, the performance gap between R2 and the optimal solution is Average cost of the optimal MILP solution compared with heuristics Rl and R2 for Tc = 100,300,500 m and varying the number of nodes deployed.
below 2% for r c = 100 m, irrespective of the number of nodes. Fig. 5 also shows that the gap between MILP and the best heuristic is within 25% for r c = 300 m.
For a large rc, heuristic Rl has better performance than R2. The motivation behind this is that (i) the cost of cooperation is small, and (ii) Rl is particularly well suited for scenarios of large clusters, i.e., clusters of sensors that span over a large area, as it uses nearest neighbor cluster connection. The latter allows Rl to have entry and exit points that are close together, requiring minimal travel inside each cluster. In comparison, R2 will attempt cluster connections using the median of each cluster, which will make the AV travel longer in the presence of large clusters. Although there is still room for improvement in the design of viable heuristics, our framework provides an interesting approach to designing these heuristics with the potential to achieving close to optimal performance under some scenarios.
B. Detailed analysis of heuristics
The performance of heuristics is close to that of the MILP solution for various scenarios and hence suitable as an alternative for large scale route planning problems. To validate this second claim, we will to study the effect of different parameters on the heuristics and study if they scale well as the number of nodes increases.
1) Effect of change in Ct: The value of Ct varies de pending on the type of equipment used and is determined in practice by the cost in energy of data transmissions and AV movement. We consider Ct values of 0.01, 0.001 and 0.0001 for different number of nodes and compare the performance for the Rl and R2 heuristics. We carried out simulations with different number of nodes ranging from N = 15 to N = 250 and a communication range of rc = 100 m. Number of nodes
-e -CtO.001. R,
Number of nodes is minimal for both heuristics. However, for larger N the path taken by the vehicle may vary significantly resulting in a higher overall cost with the increase of Ct.
For R1, an increase in Ct to 0.01 results in a significant increase in the average cost. However, the average cost variation for the R2 heuristics is much less marked. In order to understand if this trend is preserved for a larger number of nodes, we carried out simulations for N = 100 and N = 250 as shown in Fig. 6(b) . This figure shows that even for 100 nodes, the performance is similar in the case of R2 heuristics. However, for N = 250 the cost varies significantly where the increase in average cost is mainly driven by the path of the vehicle rather than the transmission cost for large Ct' s. The reason is that the AV has an incentive of visiting more nodes instead of allowing more cooperation. For smaller Ct this trend is reversed: cooperation will be a cheaper option and larger connectivity between nodes will require the AV to travel shorter paths. The change in communication range of the sensor nodes affects the size of the clusters. The larger the cOlmnunication range, the larger the clusters that are formed. Therefore, the cluster formation as well as the inter-cluster connection algorithms change with Ie and affects the overall cost of the data gather ing process. Fig. 7 shows the effect of communication ranges for different types of heuristics and varying the number of nodes. For the simulations, we considered Ct = 0.0001.
For each heuristics, an increase in the communication range results in a significant reduction of the overall cost. For Ie = 100 m, increasing the number of nodes causes an increase in the overall cost until the number of nodes reaches 100 because the number of clusters formed are high. The formation of a large number of clusters will make the AV visit a larger number of points and hence the path and overall cost increases. However, increasing the number of nodes further to N = 250, results in a reduction of the number of clusters (3 clusters on average per deployment) and hence the resulting path traveled by the AV is considerably shorter.
For larger communication ranges, e.g., 200 or 300 m, the number of clusters formed are already low even for small deployments. This contributes to lower overall cost as shown in Fig. 7 . The reason behind the increase of the overall cost for N = 250 sensors is related to the fact that more data must be transmitted, namely, 1 unit of data per sensor. Thus, even if the AVs path is short the cost will increase if the number of nodes deployed increases because there is simply more data to transmit.
For Ie = 100,200 m, the R2 heuristic performs better than Rl heuristics as it uses TSP to solve the problem and then determine the route inside the cluster. However, when the communication range increases to Ie = 300 m, the number of clusters will be small and the size of each clusters will be quite high. Since R2 utilizes cluster's median to find the source and destination nodes, the distance between base station to median of a cluster and distance between inter cluster is high. Hence, the cost of R2 heuristic is much higher �" : :f .���. ...bQ.. ._�_l ,_c=100
,_c=200 , c=300
Different communication ranges
Different communication ranges than Rl heuristic for higher communication range cases.
3) Computational time analysis: One of the key re quirements of our heuristics is that they are scalable with the number of sensors, besides being suitable for real time implementation, and close to the optimal solution. The latter was shown in Section V-A. This section will discuss the computational requirements of the two heuristics when increasing in number of nodes for various Ie's. We consider three types of computational times for comparison, namely, average time to compute (i) a cluster (Te), (ii) a set of paths (Tp), and (iii) the cost for the path set (Ts). Our results show the average over 50 simulations for each of these metrics. Fig. 8(a) shows the average computation time taken for varying number of nodes and communication ranges. The figure has three subplots, and each subplot has three stacked bars. Each stacked bar represents the computational time for nodes N = 15,20, ... ,45,50,100,250 from left to right. From the first subplot, we can see that for Ie = 100 m, the time taken to compute the cluster is higher than Ie = 200 m and r e = 300 m. This is because with lower r e, the number of clusters is higher and hence high Te. However, increasing the communication range, results in a shorter time to compute clusters. From the second and third subplots, we can see that the computational time required to compute paths and costs increase with an increase in the number of nodes. This is because the time taken to compute a path is dependent on the number of nodes in each cluster. Hence an increase in overall number of nodes, causes Tp to increase. Similarly, a larger number of nodes, increases the computation time of the costs. A similar result can be seen for R2 in Fig. 8(b) .
From these two figures, we can see that the average computational time for generating a cluster in less than 20 ms, computing a path is less than 4 s, and computing the cost is less than 80 s for 100 nodes while it takes around 925 s for 250 nodes. Note that the cost requires the computation of a linear program (Eq. (7» for each path of each cluster and is currently performed in MATLAB. Faster computation can be expected with optimized solvers. However, this is still far less to the time to compute the MILP solution, even with optimized solvers.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper provides an optimal solution to the problem of data gathering in sensor networks when (i) a data collecting AV is used, and (ii) sensors can cooperate by exchanging their data and allowing the AV to gather data by visiting only a subset of the sensors. We formulate the problem as a MILP joint optimization of sensor node cooperation and AV route planning. Our work shows that increased cooperation can significantly reduce both the total energy cost and especially the cost to displace the AY.
We developed efficient heuristics to determine the trajec tory for an AV collecting data from different sensor nodes. The results show that the developed heuristics are scalable to a large number of nodes and perform reasonably well compared to the joint optimization, namely, only 25% higher than the MILP solution for a wide range of values. The comparison of the MILP and the heuristics show that some of the heuristic solutions perform close to the optimal MILP solution for smaller number of nodes, while MILP cannot be used for larger number of nodes. In the future, we will analyze how multiple vehicles can be used as a data mule to collect information and also to validate our results with real-life experiments.
